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Abstract
We consider the standard population protocol model, where (a priori ) indistinguishable
and anonymous agents interact in pairs according to uniformly random scheduling. The selfstabilizing leader election problem requires the protocol to converge on a single leader agent
from any possible initial configuration. We initiate the study of time complexity of population protocols solving this problem in its original setting: with probability 1, in a complete
communication graph. The only previously known protocol by Cai, Izumi, and Wada [Theor.
Comput. Syst. 50] runs in expected parallel time Θ(n2 ) and has the optimal number of n states
in a population of n agents. The existing protocol has the additional property that it becomes
silent, i.e., the agents’ states eventually stop changing.
Observing that any silent protocol solving self-stabilizing leader election requires Ω(n) expected parallel time, we introduce a silent protocol that uses optimal O(n) parallel time and
states. Without any silence constraints, we show that it is possible to solve self-stabilizing leader
election in asymptotically optimal expected parallel time of O(log n), but using at least exponential states (a quasipolynomial number of bits). All of our protocols (and also that of Cai et
al.) work by solving the more difficult ranking problem: assigning agents the ranks 1, . . . , n.
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Introduction

Population protocols [8] are a popular and well established model of distributed computing, originally motivated by passively mobile sensor networks. However, it also models population dynamics
from various areas such as trust and rumor propagation in social networks [27], game theory dynamics [16], chemical reactions [39, 55], and gene regulatory networks [18]. Population protocols
are a special-case variant of Petri nets and vector addition systems [35].
This model considers computational agents with no ability to control their schedule of communication. They are a priori anonymous, indistinguishable, and mobile: interacting in pairs
asynchronously and unpredictably. At each step a pair of agents to interact is chosen uniformly
at random. Each agent observes the other’s state, updating its own according to the transition
function. A configuration describes the global system state: the state of each of the n agents. The
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sequence of visited configurations describes a particular execution of the protocol. The goal of the
protocol is to reach a desired set of configurations with probability 1.
It is common in population protocols to measure space/memory complexity by counting the
potential number of states each agent can have.1 The model originally used constant-state protocols,
i.e., the state set is independent of the population size n [8]. Recent studies relax this assumption
and allow the number of states to depend on n, adding computational power to the model [17,40,47],
improving time complexity [2, 38, 53], or tolerating faults [21, 40, 46]. In the current work, for
tolerating any number of transient faults (in the framework of self-stabilization), such relaxation is
necessary [21, 60] (see details below and Theorem 2.1).
Leader election. In the leader election problem, the protocol should reach a configuration C
with only one agent marked as a “leader”, where all configurations reachable from C also have a
single leader. When this happens, the protocol’s execution is said to have stabilized.2 The time
complexity of a protocol is measured by parallel time, the number of interactions until stabilization,
divided by the number of agents n.3
Leader election is an important paradigm in the design of distributed algorithms useful to
achieve a well coordinated and efficient behavior in the network. For example, in the context of
population protocols, given a leader, protocols can become exponentially faster [9, 13] or compact
(using less memory states) [15]. Moreover, some problems, like fault-tolerant counting, naming and
bipartition become feasible, assuming a leader [12, 20, 62].
Leader election protocols have been extensively studied in the original setting where all agents
start in the same pre-determined state (a non-self-stabilizing case, and in complete interaction
graphs, i.e. where any pair of agents can interact). For example, it was shown that the problem cannot be solved in o(n) (parallel) time if agents have only O(1) states [31], an upper bound
later improved to ≤ 21 log log n states [1]. To circumvent this impossibility result, subsequent
studies assume a non-constant state space, though relatively small (e.g., O(log n) or O(log log n)).
Leader election has recently been shown to be solvable with optimal O(log n) parallel time and
O(log log n) states [14], improving on recent work meeting this space bound in time O(log2 n) [37]
and O(log n log log n) [38]. Another work presents a simpler O(log n)-time, O(log n)-state protocol [58]. It may appear obvious that any leader election protocol requires Ω(log n) time, but this
requires a nontrivial proof [56]. There is also an O(1)-space and expected O(log2 n)-time proto√
col, but with a positive error probability; and a slower o(n)-time (e.g., n) protocol correct with
probability 1 [45]. Recent surveys [4, 34] explain the relevant techniques.
Reliable leader election. The current paper studies leader election in the context of reliability.
What if agents are prone to memory or communication errors? What if errors cannot be directly
detected, so agents cannot be re-initialized in response? As a motivating scenario one can imagine
mobile sensor networks for mission critical and safety relevant applications where rapid recovery
from faults takes precedence over memory requirements. Imagine applications operating on rela1
The base-2 logarithm of this quantity is the standard space complexity measure of the number of bits required
to represent each state (e.g., polynomial states = logarithmic space).
2
Some protocols [37, 45] stabilize with probability 1, but converge (elect a unique leader) long before stabilizing
(become unable to change the number of leaders). In our protocols these two events typically coincide.
3
This captures the intuition that interactions happen in parallel, effectively defining the time scale so that each
agent participates in O(1) interactions per time unit on average.
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tively small sized networks, so that the sensors’ memory storage dependent on n is not necessarily
an issue. Additionally, n states are provably required to solve our problem [21] (see Theorem 2.1).
We adopt the approach of self-stabilization [10, 28]. A protocol is called self-stabilizing if it
stabilizes with probability 1 from an arbitrary configuration4 (resulting from any number of transient faults). Non-self-stabilizing (a.k.a., initialized ) leader election is easily solvable using only one
bit of memory per agent by the single transition (`, `) → (`, f ) from an initial configuration of all
`’s: when two candidate leaders meet, one becomes a follower f . However, this protocol fails (as
do nearly all other published leader election protocols) in the self-stabilizing setting from an all-f
configuration. Thus, any self-stabilizing leader election (SSLE) protocol must be able not only to
reduce multiple potential leaders to one, but also to create new leaders. A particular challenge here
is a careful verification of leader absence, to avoid creating excess leaders forever.
Because of this challenge, in any SSLE protocol, agents must know the exact population size
n, and the number of states must be at least n [21] (Theorem 2.1 in the preliminaries section).
Despite the original assumption of constant space, population protocols with linear space (merely
O(log n) bits of memory) may be useful in practice, similarly to distributed algorithms in other
models (message passing, radio networks, etc.). One may now imagine such memory-equipped
devices communicating in a way as agents do in population protocols [44, 52]. Think of a group of
mobile devices (like sensors, drones or smart phones) operating in different types of rescue, military
or other monitoring operations (of traffic, pollution, agriculture, wild-life, etc.). Such networks may
be expected to operate in harsh inaccessible environments, while being highly reliable and efficient.
This requires an efficient “strong” fault-tolerance in form of automatic recovery provided by selfstabilization. Moreover, even if one considers only protocols with polylog(n) states interesting, it
remains an interesting fact that such protocols cannot solve SSLE.
Finally, self-stabilizing algorithms are easier to compose [29, 30]. Composition is in general
difficult for population protocols [23,54], since they lack a mechanism to detect when one computation has finished before beginning another. However, a self-stabilizing protocol S can be composed
with a prior computation P , which may have set the states of S in some unknown way before P
stabilized, c.f. [10, Section 4], [7, Theorem 3.5].
Problem variants. To circumvent the necessary dependence on population size n, previous work
has considered relaxations of the original problem. One approach, which requires agents only to
know an upper bound on n, is to relax the requirement of self-stabilization: loose-stabilization
requires only that a unique leader persists for a long time after a stabilization, but not forever [59].
Other papers study leader election in more general and powerful models than population protocols,
which allow extra computational ability not subject to the limitations of the standard model. One
such model assumes an external entity, called an oracle, giving clues to agents about the existence
of leaders [11, 36]. Other generalized models include mediated population protocols [49], allowing
additional shared memory for every pair of agents, and the k-interaction model [61], where agents
interact in groups of size 2 to k.
While this paper considers only the complete graph (the most difficult case), other work considers protocols that assume a particular non-complete graph topology. In rings and regular graphs
with constant degree, SSLE is feasible even with only a constant state space [10, 24, 25, 63]. In
another recent related work [60], the authors study the feasibility requirements of SSLE in arbi4

For a self-stabilizing protocol, it is equivalent to consider probability 1 and fixed probability p > 0 of correctness;
See Section 2.
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Table 1: Overview of time and space (number of states) complexities of self-stabilizing leader election
protocols (which all also solve ranking). For the silent protocols, the silence time also obeys the stated upper
bound. Times are measured as parallel time until stabilization both in expectation and with high probability
(WHP is defined as probability 1 − O(1/n), but implies a guarantee for any 1 − O(1/nc ), see Section 2).
Entries marked with * are asymptotically optimal in their class (silent/non-silent); see Observation 2.6. The
final two rows really describe the same protocol Sublinear-Time-SSR; it is parameterized by the positive
integer H; setting H = Θ(log n) gives the time-optimal O(log n) time protocol.
protocol
Silent-n-state-SSR [21]
Optimal-Silent-SSR (Sec. 4)
Sublinear-Time-SSR (Sec. 5)
Sublinear-Time-SSR (Sec. 5)

expected time
Θ(n2 )
* Θ(n)
* Θ(log n)
1
Θ(H · n H+1 )

WHP time
Θ(n2 )
* Θ(n log n)
* Θ(log n)
1
Θ(log n · n H+1 )

states
*n
* O(n)

exp O(nlog n · log n)
H
Θ(nΘ(n ) log n)

silent
yes
yes
no
no

trary graphs, as well as the problem of ranking that we also study (see below). They show how to
adapt protocols in [11,21] into protocols for an arbitrary (and unknown) connected graph topology
(without any oracles, but knowing n).

1.1

Contribution

We initiate the study of the limits of time efficiency or the time/space trade-offs for SSLE in the
standard population protocol model, in the complete interaction graph. The most related protocol,
of Cai, Izumi, and Wada [21] (Silent-n-state-SSR, Protocol 1), given for complete graphs, uses
exactly n states and Θ(n2 ) expected parallel time (see Theorem 2.4), exponentially slower than the
polylog(n)-time non-self-stabilizing existing solutions [14, 37, 38, 45, 58]. Our main results are two
faster protocols, each making a different time/space tradeoff.
Our protocols, along with that of [21], are summarized in Table 1. These main results are
later proven as Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 5.7. Both expected time and high-probability time are
analyzed. Any silent protocol (one guaranteed to reach a configuration where no agent subsequently
changes states) must use Ω(n) parallel time in expectation (Observation 2.6). This lower bound
has helped to guide our search for sublinear-time protocols, since it rules out ideas that, if they
worked, would be silent. Thus Optimal-Silent-SSR is time- and space-optimal for the class of
silent protocols.
Sublinear-Time-SSR is actually a family of sublinear time protocols that, depending on a
parameter H that can be set to an integer between 1 and Θ(log n), causes the algorithm’s running
√
time to lie somewhere in O( n) and O(log n), while using more states the larger H is; setting
H = Θ(log n) gives the time-optimal O(log n) time protocol. However, even with H = 1, it requires
exponential states. It remains open to find a sublinear-time SSLE protocol that uses sub-exponential
states. We note that any protocol solving SSLE requires Ω(log n) time: from any configuration
where all n agents are leaders, by a coupon collector argument, it takes Ω(log n) time for n − 1 of
them to interact and become followers. (This argument uses the self-stabilizing assumption that
“all-leaders” is a valid initial configuration; otherwise, for initialized leader election, it requires
considerably more care to prove an Ω(log n) time lower bound [58].)
For some intuition behind the parameterized running times for Sublinear-Time-SSR, the
protocol works by detecting “name collisions” between agents, communicated via paths of length
H + 1. For example, H = 0 corresponds to the simple linear-time algorithm that relies on two
agents s, a with the same name directly interacting, i.e., the path s → a. H = 1 means that s first
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interacts with a third agent b, who then interacts with a, i.e., the path s → b → a. To analyze
the time for this process to detect a name collision, consider the following “bounded epidemic”
protocol. The “source” agent s that starts the epidemic is in state 0, and all others are in state ∞,
and they interact by i, j → i, i + 1 whenever i < j. The time τk is the first time some target agent
a has state ≤ k. In other words, this agent has heard the epidemic via a path from the source of
length at most k. We have E[τ1 ] = O(n), since a must meet s directly. An iterative process can
√
then show E[τ2 ] = O( n), and more generally E[τk ] = O(kn1/k ). τn is the hitting time for the
standard epidemic process, since the path from any agent to the source can be at most n. However,
with high probability, the epidemic process will reach each agent via a path of length O(log n), so it
follows that τk = O(log n) if k = Ω(log n), so setting H = Θ(log n) will detect this name collisions
in O(log n) time. Bounds on τk are given as Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.11.
Ranking. All protocols in the table solve a more difficult problem than leader election: ranking
the agents by assigning them the IDs 1, . . . , n. Ranking is helpful for SSLE because it gives a
deterministic way to detect the absence of a state (such as the leader state). If any rank is absent,
the pigeonhole principle ensures multiple agents have the same rank, reducing the task of absence
detection to that of collision detection.
Collision detection is accomplished easily in O(n) time by waiting for the colliding agents to
meet, which is done by Optimal-Silent-SSR. Achieving stable collision detection in optimal
O(log n) time is key to our fast protocol Sublinear-Time-SSR. This collision detection problem
is interesting in its own right, see Conclusion.
Ranking is similar to the naming problem of assigning each agent a unique “name” (ID) [20,48],
but is strictly stronger since each agent furthermore knows the order of its name relative to those
of other agents. Naming is related to leader election: if each agent can determine whether its
name is “smallest” in the population, then the unique agent with the smallest name becomes the
leader. However, it may not be straightforward to determine whether some agent exists with a
smaller name; much of the logic in the faster ranking algorithm Sublinear-Time-SSR is devoted
to propagating the set of names of other agents while determining whether the adversary has
planted “ghost” names in this set that do not actually belong to any agent. On the other hand,
any ranking algorithm automatically solves both the naming and leader election problems: ranks
are unique names, and the agent with rank 1 can be assigned as the leader. (Observation 2.5 shows
that the converse does not hold.)

2

Preliminaries

We write
P N = {1, 2, . . .} and N0 = N ∪ {0}. The term ln k denotes the natural logarithm of k.
Hk = ki=1 1i denotes the kth harmonic number, with Hk ∼ ln k, where f (k) ∼ g(k) denotes that
(k)
lim fg(k)
= 1. We omit floors or ceilings (which are asymptotically negligible) when writing ln n to

k→∞

describe a quantity that should be integer-valued. Throughout this paper, by convention n denotes
the population size n, the number of agents. We say an event E happens with high probability
(WHP) if P[¬E] = O(1/n).
If a self-stabilizing protocol stabilizes with high probability, then we can make this high probability bound 1 − O(1/nc ) for any constant c. This is because in the low probability of an error, we
can repeat the argument, using the current configuration as the initial configuration. Each of these
potential repetitions gives a new “epoch”, where the Markovian property of the model ensures the
5

events of stabilizing in each epoch are independent. Thus the protocol will stabilize after at most c
of these “epochs” with probability 1 − O(1/nc ). By the same argument, if a self-stabilizing protocol
can stabilize with any positive probability p > 0, it will eventually stabilize with probability 1.
Model. We consider population protocols [8] defined on a collection A of n indistinguishable
agents, also called a population. We assume a complete communication graph over A, meaning
that every pair of agents can interact. Each agent has a set S of local states. At each discrete step
of a protocol, a probabilistic scheduler picks randomly an ordered pair of agents from A to interact.
During an interaction, the two agents mutually observe their states and update them according
to a probabilistic5 transition function T : S × S → Dist(S × S) where Dist(X) denotes the set of
probability distributions on X.
Given a finite population A and state set S, we define a configuration C as a mapping C : A → S.
Given a starting configuration C0 , we define the corresponding execution as a sequence (Ct )t≥0 of
random configurations where each Ct+1 is obtained from Ct by applying T on the states of a uniform
random ordered pair of agents (a, b), i.e., Ct+1 (a), Ct+1 (b) = T(Ct (a), Ct (b)) and Ct+1 (x) = Ct (x)
for all x ∈ A \ {a, b}. We use the word time to mean the number of interactions divided by n (the
number of agents), a.k.a. parallel time.
Pseudocode conventions. We describe states of agents by several fields, using fixed-width font
to refer to a field such as field. As a convention, we denote by a.field(t), when used outside of
pseudocode, the value of field in agent a at the end of the tth interaction, omitting “a.” and/or
“(t)” when the agent and/or interaction is clear from context. Constant values are displayed in a
sans serif front such as Yes/No. When two agents a and b interact, we describe the update of each
of them using pseudocode, where we refer to field of agent i ∈ {a, b} as i.field.
In each interaction, one agent is randomly chosen by the scheduler to be the “initiator” and the
other the “responder”. Most interactions are symmetric, so we do not explicitly label the initiator
and responder unless an asymmetric interaction is required.6
A special type of field is called a role, used in some of our protocols to optimize space usage
and limit the types of states accessible to an adversarial initial condition. If an agent has several
fields each from a certain set, then that agent’s potential set of states is the cross product of all
the sets for each field, i.e., adding a field from a set of size k multiplies the number of states by
k. A role is used to partition the state space: different roles correspond to different sets of fields,
so switching roles amounts to deleting the fields from the previous role. Thus the total number of
states is obtained by adding the number of states in each role.
Convergence and stabilization. Population protocols have some problem-dependent notion of
“correct” configurations. (For example, a configuration with a single leader is “correct” for leader
election.) A configuration C is stably correct if every configuration reachable from C is correct. An
execution E = (C0 , C1 , . . .) is picked at random according to the scheduler explained above. We say
E converges (respectively, stabilizes) at interaction i ∈ N if Ci−1 is not correct (resp., stably correct)
and for all j ≥ i, Cj is correct (resp., stably correct). The (parallel) convergence/stabilization time of
a protocol is defined as the number of iterations to converge/stabilize, divided by n. Convergence
5
Note that we allow randomness in the transitions for ease of presentation. All our protocols can be made
deterministic by standard synthetic coin techniques without changing time or space bounds; see Section 6.
6
It is also possible to make all transitions symmetric using standard “synthetic coin” techniques; see Section 6.
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can happen strictly before stabilization, although a protocol with a bounded number of states
converges from a configuration C with probability p ∈ [0, 1] if and only if it stabilizes from C with
probability p. For a computational task T equipped with some definition of “correct”, we say that
a protocol stably computes T with probability p if, with probability p, it stabilizes (equivalently,
converges).
Leader election and ranking. The two tasks we study in this paper are self-stabilizing leader
election (SSLE) and ranking (SSR). For both, the self-stabilizing requirement states that from
any configuration, a stably correct configuration must be reached with probability 1. For leader
election, each agent has a field leader with potential values {Yes, No}, and a correct configuration
is defined where exactly one agent a has a.leader = Yes.7 For ranking, each agent has a field
rank with potential values {1, . . . , n}, and a correct configuration is defined as one where, for each
r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, exactly one agent a has a.rank = r. As noted in Sec. 1, any protocol solving SSR
also solves SSLE by assigning leader to Yes if and only if rank = 1; for brevity we omit the leader
bit from our protocols and focus solely on the ranking problem. Observation 2.5 shows that the
converse does not hold.
SSLE Protocol from [21]. Protocol 1 shows the original SSLE protocol from [21]. We display it
here to introduce our pseudocode style and make it clear that this protocol is also solving ranking.8
The convergence proofs in [21] did not consider our definition of parallel time via the uniform
random scheduler. Thus we also include proofs that Silent-n-state-SSR stabilizes in Θ(n2 ) time,
in expectation and WHP (see Theorem 2.4). It is straightforward to argue an Ω(n2 ) time lower
bound from a configuration with 2 agents at rank = 0, 0 agents at rank = n − 1, and 1 agent at
every other rank. This requires n − 1 consecutive “bottleneck” transitions, each moving an agent
up by one rank starting at 0. Each takes expected time Θ(n) since two specific agents (the two
with the same rank) must interact directly. Our arguments for a O(n2 ) time upper bound give a
separate proof of correctness from that in [21], reasoning about a barrier rank that is never crossed.
Protocol 1 Silent-n-state-SSR, for initiator a interacting with responder b
Fields: rank ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}
if a.rank = b.rank then
2:
b.rank ← (b.rank + 1) mod n
1:

Cai, Izumi, and Wada [21] show that the state complexity of this protocol is optimal. A protocol
is strongly nonuniform if, for any n1 < n2 , a different set of transitions is used for populations of
size n1 and those of size n2 (intuitively, the agents hardcode the exact value n).
Theorem 2.1 ( [21]). Any population protocol solving SSLE has ≥ n states and is strongly nonuniform.
7
We do not stipulate the stricter requirement that one agent stays the leader, rather than letting the leader = Yes
bit swap among agents, but we claim these problems are equivalent due to the complete communication graph. A
protocol solving SSLE can also “immobilize” the unique leader = Yes bit by replacing any transition (x, y) → (w, z),
where x.leader = z.leader = Yes and y.leader = w.leader = No, with (x, y) → (z, w).
8
Their state set {0, . . . , n − 1} from [21] is clearly equivalent to our formal definition of a rank ∈ {1, . . . , n}, but
simplifies the modular arithmetic.
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It is worth seeing why any SSLE protocol must be strongly nonuniform. Suppose the same
transitions are used in population sizes n1 < n2 . By identifying in a single-leader population of
size n2 any subpopulation of size n1 that does not contain the leader, sufficiently many interactions
strictly within the subpopulation must eventually produce a second leader. Thus the full population
cannot be stable. These conflicting requirements to both produce a new leader from a leaderless
configuration, but also make sure the single-leader configuration is stable, is the key new challenge
of leader election in the self-stabilizing setting. Protocols solving SSLE circumvent this error by
using knowledge of the exact population size n.
We analyze the time complexity of the Silent-n-state-SSR protocol. It crucially relies on
the fact that every (initial) configuration guarantees the existence of a “barrier rank” that is never
exceeded by an interaction, disallowing indefinite cycles. More formally, denote by mi (C) the number of agents with rank i in configuration C. We will show that, starting from a configuration C0 ,
there exists some k such that
r
X

∀r ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} :

m(k−d) mod n (C) ≤ r + 1

(1)

d=0

for all configurations C that are reachable from C0 . Then k is a barrier rank as it guarantees
mk (C) ≤ 1 during the whole execution.
Lemma 2.2. For every configuration C of Silent-n-state-SSR, there exists some k ∈ {0, . . . , n−
1} such that (1) holds in C.

Pn−1
P
mj (C) =
Proof. Define Si = ij=0 mj (C)−1 for i ∈ {0, . . . , n−1}. Note that Sn−1 = 0 since j=1
n. Choose k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that Sk is minimal. For r ≤ k we have
r
X

k
X

m(k−d) mod n (C) =

d=0

mj (C) = (r + 1) +

j=k−r

k
X


mj (C) − 1 = (r + 1) + (Sk − Sk−r+1 ) ≤ r + 1

j=k−r

since Sk ≤ Sk−r+1 . For r > k we have
r
X
d=0

m(k−d) mod n (C) =

k
X

mj (C) +

j=0

n−1
X

mj (C) = (r + 1) + (Sk + Sn−1 − Sn−r+k−1 ) ≤ r + 1

j=n−r+k

since Sn−1 = 0 and Sk ≤ Sn−r+k−1 .
Lemma 2.3. Let k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. If (1) holds for k in configuration C, then (1) holds for k in
all configurations reachable from C.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume k = n − 1 by cyclic permutation of the ranks. It
suffices to show the lemma’s statement for a direct successor configuration C 0 of C. Let i be the
rank of the initiator and j that of the responder in the interaction leading from C to C 0 . If i 6= j,
then m` (C 0 ) = m` (C) for all ` ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and thus the statement follows from the hypothesis
on C. So assume i = j in the rest of the proof. Then i < n − 1 since mn−1 (C) ≤ 1 using (1) with
r = 0. Thus mi (C 0 ) = mi (C) − 1 and mi+1 (C 0 ) = mi+1 (C) + 1. This means that all sums except
for r = n − i − 2 in (1) remain constant when passing from C to C 0 .
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P
To boundP
the sum for r = n − iP
− 2, we prove that we actually have rd=0 mk−d
Pr(C) ≤ r, which
r
r
0
then implies d=0 mk−d (C ) = 1 + d=0 mk−d (C) ≤ r + 1 as required. In fact, if d=0 mk−d (C) =
r + 1, then
r+1
r
X
X
mi (C) =
mk−d (C) −
mk−d (C) ≤ (r + 2) − (r + 1) = 1 ,
d=0

d=0

which is a contradiction to the fact that there are two different agents with rank i in configuration C
that can interact.
Theorem 2.4. The Silent-n-state-SSR protocol solves self-stabilizing ranking. The silence time
from the worst-case initial configuration is Θ(n2 ) in expectation and with probability 1−exp(−Θ(n)).
Proof. We first prove the time lower bound. We let the protocol start in initial configuration C0
with m1 (C0 ) = 2, mn−1 (C0 ) = 0, and mi (C0 ) = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2}. If we define
T−1 , T0 , T1 , . . . , Tn−1 by T−1 = 0 and Ts = min{t ≥ Ts−1 | ms (t) = 1}, then Ti is the first
time that two agents with rank i − 1 interact. As there is at most one rank with more than one
agent, the difference Ti − Ti−1 is equal to the number of interactions until the two agents
 with
n
rank i interact, which is a geometric random variable with probability of success p = 1/ 2 . Then

P
n
3
E Tn−1 = n−1
i=0 E(Ti − Ti−1 ) = (n − 1) 2 = Θ(n ). As Tn−1 is the sum of independent geometric
random variables, we will also use Theorem 3.1 from [43], where µ = E Tn−1 and λ = 1/2, to show
the lower tail bound
P[Tn−1 ≤ λµ] ≤ exp (−pµ(λ − 1 − ln λ)) = exp(−Θ(n)).
Thus the convergence time from C0 is Ω(n2 ) (Ω(n3 ) interactions) in expectation and with probability
1 − exp(−Θ(n)). This concludes the proof of the time lower bound.
We now turn to the time upper bound. Now let the initial configuration C0 be arbitrary. By
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we get the existence of some k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} such that (1) holds for all
t ∈ N0 . In particular mk (t) ≤ 1, which means that rank k is indeed a barrier for every execution
starting in C0 . Without loss of generality, by cyclic permutation of the ranks, we assume k = n − 1.
We inductively define T−1 , T0 , T1 , . . . , Tn−1 by T−1 = 0 and Ts = min{t ≥ Ts−1 | ms (t) = 1}. Then
ms (t) = 1 for all t ≥ Ts .
Now Ts − Ts−1 is the number of interactions for rank collisions to reduce the count ms to
1. This is stochastically dominated by the convergence of the classic “fratricide” leader election
(L + L → L + F , starting from all L). Letting F be the number of interactions for the fratricide
process to converge to a single L, we have F is the sum of independent (non-identical)
geometric

random variables, where E F = Θ(n2 ) and the minimum parameter p∗ = 1/ n2 . We then have
Pn−1
Tn−1 stochastically dominated by a sum S = i=1
Fi of n − 1 independent copies of F (which is
2
a sum of Θ(n ) geometric random variables). Then E Tn−1 ≤ E S = (n − 1)E F = O(n3 ). Also, we
can use Theorem 2.1 of [43] to show an upper tail bound (where µ = E S and λ = 3/2)
P[S ≥ λµ] ≤ exp (−p∗ µ(λ − 1 − ln λ)) = exp(−Θ(n)).
Thus from any initial configuration C0 , the convergence time is O(n2 ) (O(n3 ) interactions) in
expectation and with probability 1 − exp(−Θ(n)).
Observation 2.5. There is a silent SSLE protocol whose states cannot be assigned ranks such that
it also solves the SSR problem.
9

Proof. The following protocol solves silent SSLE for a population size n = 3. (Note the construction
from [21] in Protocol 1 is strictly better protocol, the purpose of this construction is just to show
an example solving silent SSLE without solving ranking).
The state set is S = {l} ∪ F , where F = {f0 , f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 }. There will be exactly 5 silent
configurations of the three agents: {l, f0 , f1 }, {l, f1 , f2 }, {l, f2 , f3 }, {l, f3 , f4 }, {l, f4 , f0 }. (In other
words, a leader l and two distinct followers fi , fj with |i − j| ≡ 1 mod 5).
This can be easily accomplished by adding transitions from (s, s) (for all states s ∈ S) and from
(fi , fj ) (for all fi , fj ∈ F with |i − j| 6≡ 1 mod 5) to a uniform random pair of states (a, b) ∈ S × S.
It is easily observed that starting from any configuration of 3 agents, this protocol must stabilize
to one of the 5 silent configurations above, and thus solves SSLE.
However, there is no way to consistently assign the ranks 1, 2, 3 to the states in the silent
configurations. If WLOG we denote l to be rank 1, then we must assign ranks 2 or 3 to each state
in F . But since |F | is odd, every such assignment places two states fi , fj in the same rank where
|i − j| ≡ 1 mod 5. Since {l, fi , fj } is a silent configuration that is incorrectly ranked, we have a
contradiction.
Note that Observation 2.5 does not rule out a more sophisticated way to transform any SSLE
protocol to a SSR protocol. It merely rules out the most simple approach: assigning ranks to the
existing states, without otherwise changing the protocol.
Silent protocols. A configuration C is silent if no transition is applicable to it (put another way,
every pair of states present in C has only a null transition that does not alter the configuration). A
self-stabilizing protocol is silent if, with probability 1, it reaches a silent configuration from every
configuration. Since convergence time ≤ stabilization time ≤ silence time, the following bound
applies to all three.
Observation 2.6. Any silent SSLE protocol has Ω(n) expected convergence time and for any α > 0,
probability ≥ 21 n−3α to require ≥ αn ln n convergence time.
For example, letting α = 1/3, with probability ≥

1
2n

the protocol requires ≥ 31 n ln n time.

Proof. Let C be a silent configuration with a single agent in a leader state `. Let C 0 be the
configuration obtained by picking an arbitrary non-leader agent in C and setting its state also to
`. Since C is silent and the states in C 0 are a subset of those in C, no state in C 0 other than `
can interact nontrivially with `. So the two `’s in C 0 must interact to reduce the count of `. The
2
number of interactions for this to happen is geometric with P[success] = 1/ n2 = n(n−1)
< 3/n2 , so
expected time ≥ n/3 and for any α > 0, at least αn2 ln n interactions (αn ln n time) are required
with probability at least
αn2 ln n 1 −3α ln n 1 −3α
= n
.
1 − 3/n2
≥ e
2
2
Probabilistic tools. An important foundational process is the two-way epidemic process for
efficiently propagating a piece of information from a single agent to the whole population.
We also consider a generalization, the roll call process, where every agent simultaneously propagates a unique piece of information (its name). We build upon bounds from [50] to show this
process is also efficient (only 1.5 times slower than the original epidemic process). This process
appears in two of our protocols, but also gives upper bounds on the time needed for any parallel
10

information propagation, since after the roll call process completes, every agent has had a chance
to “hear from” every other agent. The analysis of these two processes gives tight large deviation
bounds with specific constants. While getting these precise constants was more than what is strictly
necessary for the proofs in this work, the analysis of these processes may be of independent interest.
This roll call process has been independently analyzed in [19, 22, 41, 51].

2.1

Probabilistic Tools

In the two-way epidemic process, agents have a variable infected ∈ {True, False} updating as
a.infected, b.infected ← (a.infected ∨ b.infected). Mocquard, Sericola, Robert, and Anceaume [50] gave an in-depth analysis of the two-way epidemic process. This analysis gives upper
bounds for many processes in our protocols. In any process where some field value is propagated
this way, in addition to other transitions or initial conditions with more than one infected agent,
which may speed up the propagation but cannot hinder it, we denote that process a superepidemic.
The number of interactions X to spread to the whole population is clearly stochastically dominated
by the two-way epidemic.9 Consequently, we state the results below for normal epidemics, but use
them to reason about superepidemics.
The next lemma uses results of [50] to prove a simplified upper tail bound.
Lemma 2.7 ( [50]). Starting from a population of size n with a single infected agent, let Tn be the
number of interactions until a.infected = True for all a ∈ A. Then E[Tn ] = (n − 1)Hn−1 ∼ n ln n,
and for n ≥ 8 and δ ≥ 0,
P[Tn > (1 + δ)E[Tn ]] ≤ 2.5 ln(n) · n−2δ .
Proof. From [50] we have E[Tn ] = (n − 1)Hn−1 ∼ n ln n. Also from [50], for any n ≥ 3 and c ≥ 1,
we have large deviation bound
 

2c(n − 1)Hn−1 (n − 2)2
2 c(n−1)Hn−1 −2
P[Tn > cE[Tn ]] ≤ f (c, n) = 1 +
× 1−
n
n



2
c(n−1)H
n−1
2
1
2c(n − 1)Hn−1 (n − 2)
−n
≤
+
e
(1 − 2/n)2
n(1 − 2/n)2




n−1
1
2
− 2cnHn−1 + 2cn Hn−1 exp −2c
Hn−1
=
(1 − 2/n)2
n




1
n−1
2
≤
− 2 · 3 · H3−1 + 2cn Hn−1 exp −2c
Hn−1
(1 − 2/3)2
n



n−1
= 0 + 2cn2 Hn−1 exp −2c
Hn−1 .
n


Now observe that

n−1
n Hn−1

> ln n + 0.189 for all n ≥ 8. Then
P[Tn > cE[Tn ]] ≤ 2cn2 Hn−1 e−2c(ln n+0.189)
= 2Hn−1 ce−0.378c n2−2c .

9

We note that this sort of process, which is stochastically dominated by a “pure epidemic”, is generally the sort
of process studied in most population protocols papers that use the term epidemic.
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Now we observe that Hn−1 < 1.25 ln n for all n ≥ 8 and ce−0.378c < 1 for all c ≥ 1. These
inequalities give
P[Tn > cE[Tn ]] ≤ 2 · 1.25 ln n · n2−2c = 2.5 ln n · n−2δ
taking c = 1 + δ.
Corollary 2.8. Define Tn as in Lemma 2.7. Then E[Tn ] < 1.2n ln n and P[Tn > 3n ln n] <

1
.
n2

Proof. Observe that E[Tn ] = (n − 1)Hn−1 < 1.2n ln n for all n ≥ 2. Then E[Tn ] < 1.2n ln n. Also
3n ln n > 2.5E[Tn ], so by the upper tail bound of Lemma 2.7, we have
P[Tn > 3n ln n] ≤ P[Tn > (1 + 1.5)E[Tn ]] ≤ 2.5 ln n · n−3 ≤ n−2
since n > 2.5 ln n for all n ≥ 2.
We now consider a variation called the roll call process, where every agent starts with a roster
containing a single entry: their unique ID. The agents update with a.roster ← (a.roster ∪
b.roster). Let Rn be the number of interactions to reach the terminal configuration where a.set
contains all n IDs for every a ∈ A.
Again, we will consider processes that are stochastically dominated by Rn . We can view the roll
call process as the spreading of n epidemics in parallel. Note that the roll call process as described
takes exponential states, but it also gives an upper bound for any constant number of epidemics
spreading in parallel. We find that asymptotically Rn is 1.5 times larger than Tn . This result
about the expected value was shown independently in [19, 22, 41, 51]. The results we give here use
a different technique which also gives our required large deviation bounds on the time for the roll
call process.
Lemma 2.9. Let Rn be the number of interactions for the roll call process to complete. Then
E[Rn ] ∼ 1.5n ln n. Also P[Rn > 3n ln n] < n1 .
Proof. Notice that in the roll call process, each individual ID spreads as a two-way epidemic. Thus
we have n epidemic processes happening in parallel; however they are not independent.
We start by observing a lower bound for E[Rn ].
First it is necessary for every agent to have an interaction. Let E1 be the expected number of
interactions for every agent to interact. This is a coupon collector process where we select two agents
(coupons) at each step. It follows from a standard coupon collector analysis that E1 ∼ 21 n ln n.
It is then necessary for the last agent to be picked to spread their ID to the whole population.
Let E2 be the expected number of interactions for this ID to spread to the whole population, starting
from this agent’s first interaction. This is a standard epidemic process (starting with two infected
agents, which is an asymptotically negligible difference), so by Lemma 2.7 E2 ∼ n ln n interactions.
Then E[Rn ] ≥ E1 + E2 ∼ 1.5n ln n. (Note that the entire process may still be incomplete by this
point.)
Now we can get an upper tail bound on Rn by considering it as the maximum of n (non
independent) epidemic processes. Taking the union bound with Lemma 2.7 gives
P[Rn > (1 + δ)E[Tn ]] ≤ n · 2.5 ln n · n−2δ
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and then taking δ =

1
2

+ u for u > 0 we have
P[Rn > (1.5 + u)E[Tn ]] ≤ 2.5 ln n · n−2u

Now since Rn ≥ 0 we can compute E[Rn ] as
Z ∞
P[Rn > t] dt
E[Rn ] =
t=0
1.5E[Tn ]

Z
≤

Z

∞

1 dt +
t=0

P[Rn > t] dt
1.5E[T ]
Z ∞n

1
P[Rn > (1.5 + u)E[Tn ]] du
E[Tn ] 0
Z ∞
1
≤ 1.5E[Tn ] +
2.5 ln n · n−2u du
E[Tn ] 0
∞
2.5
1
= 1.5E[Tn ] +
· − n−2u
E[Tn ]
2
0
1.25
= 1.5E[Tn ] +
∼ 1.5n ln n
E[Tn ]

= 1.5E[Tn ] +

Thus we have E[Rn ] ∼ 1.5n ln n.
The observation that P[Rn > 3n ln n] <
and Corollary 2.8.

1
n

then follows immediately from the same union bound

We next consider another variation called the bounded epidemic process. Here some source agent
s has s.level = 0, and when agents a, b interact, a updates as a.level ← min(a.level, b.level+1)
(and symmetrically for b). Let a be a fixed target agent. We define the time τk to be the first
time that a.level ≤ k. Intuitively, τk is the time at which a hears information from the source s
through a path of length at most k. For example, τ1 is the time until a and s interact directly, and
τ2 is the time until a interacts with some agent who has already interacted with s.
Lemma 2.10. For any constant k = O(1), E[τk ] ≤ kn1/k and τk ≤ n1/k · 2c ln n with high probability
1 − 1/nc .
Proof. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, define Li to be the first time when the count of agents with
level ≤ i is at least ni/k . Note L0 = 0, since at time 0 (and all future times) we have a single
source agent at level = 0. We will now show inductively that E[Li ] ≤ kn1/k and Li = O(kn1/k ).
After time Li , we have at least ni/k agents with level ≤ i. We next need to wait until time
Li+1 , when at least n(i+1)/k agents have level ≤ i + 1. Let x(t) be the number of agents with
level ≤ i+1 at time t, so x(Li ) ≥ n(i+1)/k . Then the probability x increases in the next interaction
is at least
#(level ≤ i) · #(level > i + 1)
2ni/k (n − x)
ni/k

px =
≥
≥
,
n
n2
n
2
since x ≤ ni+1 /k ≤ n(k−1)/k < n2 . Now the number of interactions T = n(Li+1 − Li ) until time
Li+1 is bounded by a sum of independent geometric random variables with probability px , as x
ranges from ni/k to n(i+1)/k . This gives
E[T ] ≤

n(i+1)/k
X
x=ni/k

n
n
≤ n(i+1)/k · i/k = n1+1/k .
ni/k
n
13

Moving from interactions to parallel time, we get E[Li+1 − Li ] ≤ n1/k , so E[Li+1 ] ≤ (i + 1)n1/k as
desired.
We can also get a high probability bound on T , using the Chernoff bound variant for independent
geometric random variables from [43], which will show that Li = O(kn1/k ) with high probability.
This will end up being negligible compared to the O(log n · n1/k ) high probability bound we need
for the last step, so we omit the details here.
After time Lk−1 , we have a count n(k−1)/k agents with level ≤ k − 1, and now must wait for
the target agent a to meet one of these agents, which will ensure a.level ≤ k. The number T of
(k−1)/k
2
required interactions is a single geometric random variable with probability p ≥ n n ·1 ≥ n1+1/k
.
(2)
1 1+1/k
Thus E[T ] ≤ 2 n
, giving less than n1/k time, so E[τk ] ≤ kn1/k . For the high probability bound,


c
2
c
1+1/k
≤ exp − 1+1/k · ln n · n1+1/k = n−c .
P[T ≥ ln nn1+1/k ] ≤ (1 − p)c ln n·n
2
2
n
Since this bound is asymptotically larger than the high probability bounds for the inductive argument on earlier levels, we have τk ≤ 2c n1/k ln n with high probability 1 − 1/nc .
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 2.10 but for k = Θ(log n) rather than k = O(1).
Lemma 2.11. For k = 3 log2 n, τk ≤ 3 ln n, in expectation and with probability 1 − O(1/n2 ).
Proof. Consider the standard epidemic process starting at the source s. By Corollary 2.8, it takes
at most 3 ln n time to complete with high probability 1 − O(1/n2 ). We consider this epidemic
process as generating a random tree in the population as follows. The source s is the root, labeled
1. Then each other agent is a vertex whose parent is the agent who infected them. Furthermore,
we can label each vertex by the order in which that agent was infected. This process will exactly
create a uniform random recursive tree, as discussed in [33]. By Theorem 3 in [32], this tree has
expected height E[H] = e ln n, and there is a high probability bound P[|H − E[H]| ≥ η] ≤ e−cη for
some constant c, which implies that H = O(log n) with high probability 1 − 1/na for any desired
constant a.
We then set k to be this bound on the height H. It follows that when agent a gets infected in
the full epidemic process, a also has level ≤ k, since the whole tree has height ≤ k.
It is also possible to analyze the depth of agent a in this random tree more directly. In the
worst case, a has label n (it is the last to be infected). Then for a vertex with label i, their parent’s
label is uniform in the range {1, . . . , i − 1}, since at the time this agent gets infected, who infected
them has uniform probability over all currently infected agents. Thus we get a recursive process,
where T0 ≤ n, and Ti = Uniform({1, . . . , Ti−1 − 1}), giving a sequence of random variables. We
−1)
have E[Ti |Ti−1 ] = 1+(Ti−1
= Ti−1
2
2 when Ti−1 > 1, and the depth of a is d = min{i : Ti = 1}.
To get a high probability bound on d, we will formally define Ti = 12 Ti−1 for all i > d. This
way, the recurrence E[Ti |Ti−1 ] = Ti−1
2 holds for all i. Unwrapping the recurrence, we get E[Ti ] =
1
n
n
1
T
≤
.
Then
setting
i
=
3
log
2 n gives E[T3 log2 n ] ≤ n3 = n2 , and by Markov’s Inequality,
2i 0
2i
P[T3 log2 n ≥ 1] ≤ n12 . Thus choosing k = 3 log2 n ensures a has depth ≤ k in the epidemic tree with
probability 1 − 1/n2 . Then using the union bound with the event the epidemic takes longer than
3 ln n time, we have τk ≤ 3 ln n with probability 1 − O(1/n2 ).
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3

Resetting subprotocol

Propagate-Reset (Protocol 2) is used as a subroutine in both of our protocols Optimal-SilentSSR (Sec. 4) and Sublinear-Time-SSR (Sec. 5). Intuitively, it provides a way for agents (upon
detecting an error that indicates the starting configuration was “illegal” in some way) to “reset”
quickly, after which they may be analyzed as though they began from the reset state. For that,
the protocol Reset has to be defined for use by Propagate-Reset. We assume that Reset
changes the role variable to something different from Resetting. Crucially, after the reset, agents
have no information about whether a reset has happened and do not attempt any synchronization
to ensure they only reset once, lest the adversary simply sets every agent to believe it has already
reset, preventing the necessary reset from ever occurring.10
We now define some terms used in the analysis of Propagate-Reset, and their intuition:
If a.role 6= Resetting, then we say a is computing (it is executing the outside protocol). Otherwise, for a.role = Resetting, we use three terms. If a.resetcount = Rmax , we say a is triggered (it
has just detected an error and initiated this global reset). If a.resetcount > 0 we say a is propagating (intuitively this property of positivity spreads by epidemic to restart the whole population;
we also consider triggered agents to be propagating). If a.resetcount = 0, we say a is dormant (it
is waiting for a delay to allow the entire population to become dormant before they start waking
up, this prevents an agent from waking up multiple times during one reset).
Likewise, we will refer to a configuration as fully / partially propagating (resp. dormant, computing, triggered) if all / some agents are propagating (resp. dormant, computing, triggered).
A configuration C is awakening if it is the first partially computing configuration reachable from
a fully dormant configuration. Protocols that use Propagate-Reset will start their analysis by
reasoning about an awakening configuration, which formalizes the idea of having gone through a
“clean reset”. In an awakening configuration, all agents are dormant except one agent who has just
executed Reset. Computing agents will awaken dormant agents by epidemic, so within O(log n)
time, all agents will have executed Reset once and then be back to executing the main algorithm.
Protocol 2 Propagate-Reset(a,b), for Resetting agent a interacting with agent b.
Fields: If role = Resetting, resetcount ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Rmax } and when resetcount = 0 an additional field delaytimer ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Dmax }.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

if a.resetcount > 0 and b.role 6= Resetting then
. bring b into Resetting role
b ← Resetting, b.resetcount ← 0, b.delaytimer ← Dmax
if b.role = Resetting then
. change resetcount
a.resetcount, b.resetcount ← max(a.resetcount − 1, b.resetcount − 1, 0)
for i ∈ {a, b} with i.role = Resetting and i.resetcount = 0 do
. dormant agents
if i.resetcount just became 0 then
. initialize delaytimer
i.delaytimer ← Dmax
else
i.delaytimer ← i.delaytimer − 1
if i.delaytimer = 0 or b.role 6= Resetting then
. awaken by epidemic
execute Reset(i)
. Reset subroutine provided by main protocol

10

This is unlike in standard population protocol techniques in which “phase information” is carried in agents
indicating whether they are encountering an agent “before” or “after” a new phase starts.
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We require Rmax = Ω(log n), and for our protocol will choose the concrete value Rmax = 60 ln n.
We also require Dmax = Ω(Rmax ). For our O(log n) time protocol Sublinear-Time-SSR, we have
Dmax = Θ(log n). In Optimal-Silent-SSR, we set Dmax = Θ(n), to give enough time for the
dormant agents to do a slow leader election so they finish reset with a unique leader.
Propagate-Reset begins by some agent becoming triggered (resetcount = Rmax ). Although
introduced for a different purpose, Propagate-Reset is essentially equivalent to a subprotocol
used in [3], so we adopt their time analysis to prove it completes in O(log n) time. Briefly, from a
partially triggered configuration, the propagating condition (resetcount > 0) spreads by epidemic
(in O(log n) time) (Lemma 3.2). Once the configuration is fully propagating, it becomes fully dormant in O(log n) time (Lemma 3.3). From the fully dormant configuration, we reach an awakening
configuration within O(log n) time when the first agent executes Reset (Theorem 3.4). Then the
instruction to execute Reset spreads by epidemic (in O(log n) time).

3.1

Proofs for Propagate-Reset

We first observe (by lines 2 and 4 of Propagate-Reset) that we can analyze the resetcount field
a using the definition from [59] of a propagating variable (that updates as a, b ← max(a−1, b−1, 0)):
Observation 3.1. If we define the resetcount field for all agents by letting a.resetcount = 0
for any computing agent a (a.role 6= Resetting), then in any interaction between a, b ∈ A, their
resetcount fields both become max(a.resetcount − 1, b.resetcount − 1, 0).
Lemma 3.2. Using the specific value Rmax = 60 ln n, starting from a partially triggered configuration, we reach a fully propagating configuration after at most 4 ln n time with probability at least
1 − O(1/n).
Proof. Noting that resetcount is a propagating variable [59], we can use the same proof as [59,
Corollary 8]. The constant Rmax = 60 ln n matches the constant used in their result.
Although we set Rmax = 60 ln n, the following lemma holds for arbitrary positive Rmax .
Lemma 3.3. Let Rmax ∈ N+ and Dmax = Ω(log n + Rmax ). Starting from a fully propagating
configuration, we reach a fully dormant configuration after O(log n+Rmax ) time with high probability
1 − O(1/n).
An equivalent process was analyzed in [3], and this proof follows Lemma 1 from [3].
Proof. We first assume no agents are computing, so no further agents will become triggered, and
the resetcount field will only change as noted in Observation 3.1. We define a local potential
Φt (a) = 3a.resetcount for agent
a in Ct , except Φt (a) = 0 if a.resetcount = 0. We then define
P
a global potential Φt =
a∈A Φt (a). We assume as a worst case that every agent starts with
resetcount = Rmax , so Φ0 ≤ n3Rmax . The goal will now be to show this global potential drops
quickly to 0 (corresponding to a fully dormant configuration). We will show that Φt = 0 with high
probability 1 − O(1/n), where t = O(n(log n + Rmax )).
Now from Observation 3.1, if agents a and b interact in the tth interaction, we can further
observe that
Φt+1 (a) + Φt+1 (b) ≤ 2/3 · (Φt (a) + Φt (b))
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(with equality when Φt (a) = 0 or Φt (b) = 0). We will thus have the change in global potential
Φt+1 − Φt ≤ −1/3 · (Φt (a) + Φt (b))
Then conditioning on the configuration Ct , we can compute
X
P[a, b interact in tth interaction] · (−1/3) · (Φt (a) + Φt (b))
E[Φt+1 − Φt |Ct ] ≤
{a,b}∈A

=

X
1
2

(n − 1)Φt (a) = − Φt
n · (−1/3)
3n
2
a∈A

and thus E[Φt+1 |Ct ] ≤ (1 −
we have

2
3n )Φt ,

so E[Φt+1 ] = E[E[Φt+1 |Ct ]] ≤ (1 −

2
3n )E[Φt ].

Then by induction





2
2 t
Φ0 ≤ exp −
t n3Rmax
E[Φt ] ≤ 1 −
3n
3n

Thus we have E[Φt ] ≤ n1 for t = 32 n ln n2 · 3Rmax = 32 n(2 ln n + Rmax · ln 3) = O(n(log n + Rmax )),
so by Markov’s inequality we have P[Φt = 0] ≥ 1 − n1 .
We assumed that no agents are computing during these t interactions. For the first agent
to become computing, delaytimer must hit 0 starting from Dmax (after that agent has become
dormant). Choosing Dmax = Ω(log n + Rmax ), then no agent will have more than Dmax interactions
during these t interactions, with high probability 1 − O(1/n) by standard Chernoff bounds. Thus
all agents will become dormant before the first agent becomes computing with high probability.
We now combine the previous lemmas to describe the behavior of Propagate-Reset when initialized by a triggered agent. Recall that an awakening configuration is the first partially computing
configuration reached from a fully dormant configuration, so the first agent has set delaytimer = 0
and executed Reset.
Theorem 3.4. Let Rmax = 60 ln n and Dmax = Ω(log n+Rmax ). Starting from a partially-triggered
configuration, we reach an awakening configuration in at most O(Dmax ) parallel time with probability
at least 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we reach a fully dormant configuration after O(n(log n + Rmax ))
interactions.
Next, after an additional n Dmax
interactions (which each include 2 of the n agents), by Pigeon2
hole Principle some agent must have participated in Dmax interactions. This agent had delaytimer
at most Dmax in the fully dormant configuration, so by lines 9-11 of Propagate-Reset that agent
has executed Reset. When the first such agent executes Reset, we reach an awakening configuration.
Theorem 3.4 describes the intended behavior of Propagate-Reset. This will let protocols
start their analysis from an awakening state, and show that given this “clean reset” the protocol
will then stabilize. The remaining step in the analysis will be to show from any configuration,
we quickly become triggered and enter Propagate-Reset (or simply stabilize). It is possible
that this initial configuration includes some agents in arbitrary Resetting states. The following
Corollary will let us only have to reason about starting from a fully computing configuration (so
we can essentially assume WLOG that our initial configuration is fully computing, since we will
quickly leave the Resetting states).
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Corollary 3.5. Starting from any configuration, we reach either an awakening configuration or a
fully computing configuration after O(log n+Dmax ) parallel time with probability at least 1−O(1/n).
Proof. If at any point we enter a partially-triggered configuration, then the result follows from
Theorem 3.4. Now we will show that if we do not enter a partially-triggered configuration, we must
reach some fully computing configuration.
We consider a non-fully-computing configuration that is also not triggered (some agents are in
Resetting state, but none have resetcount = Rmax ). In this case, following the proof of Lemma 3.3,
every agent will become dormant (or computing) after O(n(log n + Rmax )) interactions with probability 1 − O(1/n). Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.4, some agent will become computing after
O(nDmax ) interactions. Once some agent is computing, the process for the whole population to
become computing is a superepidemic, so by Corollary 2.8, this takes at most 3n ln n with high
probability 1 − O(1/n2 ).

4

Linear-time, linear-state, silent protocol

In this section, we present a silent self-stabilizing ranking protocol, Optimal-Silent-SSR, which
achieves asymptotically optimal O(n) time and state complexity. Like Silent-n-state-SSR, there
will be a unique stable and silent configuration where every agent has a unique rank, but now a rank
collision will trigger our Propagate-Reset, causing the entire population to reset. The key idea
behind Optimal-Silent-SSR is to add a large delay Dmax = Θ(n) in the Propagate-Reset,
which will ensure that the entire population is dormant for long enough to do a simple slow leader
election via L, L → L, F , where all agents set themselves to L upon entering the Resetting role.
Thus after the population has undergone a reset, we have a unique leader with high probability.
After this reset, we do a linear-time leader-driven ranking, where the ranks correspond to nodes in
a full binary tree rooted at the leader. In this ranking algorithm, each agent that has been assigned
a rank (starting with the leader) assigns ranks directly to 0, 1, or 2 other agents (depending on its
number of children in the tree).
In more detail, each agent can be classified into three roles: Settled, Unsettled, and Resetting. A
Settled agent has the field rank ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. On the other hand, an Unsettled agent has no rank,
and it waits for the assignment of a rank from Settled agents.
We use the subprotocol Propagate-Reset described in Section 3 to reset each agent when
detecting errors. For Optimal-Silent-SSR, the resetting process is triggered under two different
situations. 1) Two Settled agents have an identical rank. The rank conflict can be detected when
the two agents interact. 2) An Unsettled agent does not get its rank after Θ(n) interactions.
During the dormant phase of Propagate-Reset, lasting for Θ(n) time in this protocol, we
do slow leader election via L, L → L, F . Upon awakening (calling Reset), the (likely unique)
leader L is Settled with rank = 1 and followers F are Unsettled. Thus, after resetting, with high
probability there will be exactly one Settled agent with rank = 1, and all the other agents are
Unsettled. The Settled agent will act as a leader to assign ranks to all Unsettled agents in the
following way. At this point the protocol executes an initialized ranking algorithm, similar to
others in the renaming literature [5, 6]. Intuitively, a full binary tree forms within the population.
Each Settled agent recruits at most two Unsettled agents, assigning them ranks based on its own to
guarantee uniqueness. The children of rank i are 2i and 2i + 1; in other words if an agent’s rank
has binary expansion s, its childrens’ ranks have binary expansions s0 and s1. Since each agent
knows the exact population size, each knows whether its rank corresponds to a node with 0, 1, or
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2 children in the full binary tree with n nodes. See Figure 1 for an example. This process clearly
terminates when all agents are recruited and become settled into different ranks.

Settled Agents:
Unsettled Agents:

1

2
6

5

4
8

3

9

10

11

7
12

Figure 1: An example of the rank assignment in Optimal-Silent-SSR with n = 12 agents. There
are 8 settled agents on the left (blue circles), with ranks given by the numbers. There are 4 ranks in
the binary tree left to be filled by the unsettled agents, when they interact with the settled agents
with ranks 3,4 or 5. Lemma 4.1 shows this process completes in expected Θ(n) time.
Optimal-Silent-SSR takes linear time by the following high-level argument: If there is a
rank collision, this is detected in O(n) time. If any agent remains Unsettled without a rank,
this is detected via counting up to errorcount in O(n) time. Either of these triggers a call to
Propagate-Reset. Upon exiting and reaching a fully computing configuration, taking O(n) time
by Corollary 3.5, we have the leader-driven ranking protocol analyzed in Lemma 4.1. There is a
constant probability the slow leader election fails (i.e., we end up with multiple leaders), but the
expected number of times we must repeat this process before getting a unique leader is constant.
The fact that this ranking protocol is O(n) time follows by analyzing each level of the binary tree
created across the population: each level takes time proportional to the number of nodes in the
level, whence the time is proportional to the size of the tree, i.e., O(n).
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Protocol 3 Optimal-Silent-SSR, for initiator a interacting with responder b
Fields: role ∈ {Settled, Unsettled, Resetting}
If role = Settled, rank ∈ {1, ..., n}, children ∈ {0, 1, 2}
If role = Unsettled, errorcount ∈ {0, 1, ..., Emax = Θ(n)}
If role = Resetting, leader ∈ {L, F }, resetcount ∈ {1, . . . , Rmax }, delaytimer ∈
{0, 1, . . . , Dmax = Θ(n)}
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

if a.role = Resetting or b.role = Resetting then
execute Propagate-Reset(a,b)
if a.leader = L and b.leader = L then
b.leader ← F
if a.role = b.role = Settled and a.rank = b.rank then
a.role, b.role ← Resetting, a.resetcount, b.resetcount ← Rmax
a.leader, b.leader ← L
for (i, j) ∈ {(a, b), (b, a)} do
if i.role = Settled, j.role = Unsettled, i.children < 2, and 2 · i.rank + i.children < n
then
j.role ← Settled, j.children ← 0
j.rank ← 2 · i.rank + i.children
. j becomes a child node of i
i.children ← i.children + 1
for i ∈ {a, b} do
if i.role = Unsettled then
i.errorcount ← max(i.errorcount − 1, 0)
if i.errorcount = 0 then
a.role, b.role ← Resetting, a.resetcount, b.resetcount ← Rmax
a.leader, b.leader ← L

Protocol 4 Reset(a) for Optimal-Silent-SSR, for agent a.
(Called in line 11 of Propagate-Reset.)
if a.leader = L then
2:
a.role ← Settled, a.rank ← 1, a.children ← 0
3: if a.leader = F then
4:
a.role ← Unsettled, a.errorcount ← Emax = Θ(n)
1:

4.1

Proofs for Optimal-Silent-SSR

We first consider the binary-tree rank assignment process, which is given by lines 8 to 12 of
Optimal-Silent-SSR, starting from a configuration with one agent a with a.role = Settled, a.leader =
L, a.children = 0 and all other agents b with b.role = Unsettled (we ignore the field errorcount
in this analysis). In other words, we are starting from a single leader a, who builds a binary tree,
rooted at a that assigns roles to the entire population.
Lemma 4.1. The binary-tree rank assignment process takes expected O(n) time, starting from a
single leader and n − 1 Unsettled agents.
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Proof. We consider the time taken to assign all nodes at level d of the tree, assuming all nodes at
level d − 1 have been assigned, showing that this time is O(2d ) (i.e., proportional to the number 2d
of nodes at level d). Thus, even if we consider the stochastically dominating process in which no
agent is assigned
P at level
 > d until all agents at level d have been assigned, the time to complete
log n d
the tree is O
= O(n).
d=1 2
Assume that level d−1 is completely assigned, and let i be the number i of nodes still unassigned
at level d, with 0 < i ≤ 2d . We will now estimate the probability that the next interaction assigns
a new node at level d. The count of agents at level d − 1 with children < 2 is at least 2i . To
estimate the number of Unsettled agents, for each of the i unassigned nodes at level d, we consider
the eventually subtree rooted at that node. Each such subtree contains
log
n−d
X

2j = 2 · 2log n−d − 1 ≤ 2log n−d

j=0

nodes. Since the root of the subtree has not been assigned yet, none of the nodes in the subtree
have been assigned either. Thus the number of Unsettled agents is at least i·n·2−d . The probability
of an Unsettled agent meeting an agent at level d − 1 with children < 2 is at least
(i/2)(i · n · 2−d )
i2

∼
.
n
n2d
2
The totalPnumber of interactions to assign all nodes at level d is stochastically dominated by
a sum T = ni=1 Ti of independent geometric random variables, where Ti is a geometric random
i2
variable with success probability n2
d . We can then compute
E[T ] =

n
X
n2d
i=1

i2

∞
X
1
≤ n2
= O(n2d ).
i2
d

i=1

Since T is counting interactions, the expected parallel time to assign all nodes at level d is O(2d ),
as desired.
Lemma 4.2. An awakening configuration has a single leader with constant probability.
Proof. We first analyze the simple leader election process executed P
in line 4 of Optimal-SilentSSR. The process L, L → L, F completes in number of interactions ni=2 Ti , where Ti is a random
variable representing the number of interactions to get from i leaders down to i−1. This is geometric
(i)
i(i−1)
with probability of success n2 = n(n−1)
. Thus the expected number of interactions is
(2)


n
n
X
X
n(n − 1)
1
1
1
= (n − 1)n
− = n(n − 1) 1 −
∼ n2 ,
i(i − 1)
i−1
i
n
i=2

i=2

so the expected parallel time is ∼ n.
For an awakening configuration to have a single leader, we need this leader election process to
finish before the first agent sets delaytimer = 0, which takes O(n) interactions, and will take O(n)
parallel time with high probability by standard Chernoff bounds. By Markov’s inequality, for any
α > 0, the probability that the leader election takes longer than αn time is a most 1/α. Thus we
have a constant probability of successfully electing a single leader before the first dormant agent
counts up to Dmax , where the precise constant depends on the choice of Dmax = Θ(n).
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The required proofs for Optimal-Silent-SSR are given in Section 4.1 and yield the following
main results:
Theorem 4.3. Optimal-Silent-SSR is a silent protocol that solves self-stabilizing ranking with
O(n) states and O(n) expected parallel time.
Proof. By Corollary 3.5, we only have to consider initial configurations that are fully computing
or awakening. First consider any fully computing configuration, and argue until we either reach a
partially triggered configuration or the unique stable configuration. After expected O(n) time, any
Unsettled agents have had enough interactions to count down to errorcount = 0. By standard
Chernoff bounds, this is true after O(n log n) time with high probability. Thus we have either
reached a partially triggered configuration, or have only Settled agents left. Now if this configuration
is not the unique silent, stable configuration, there is a rank collision between two Settled agents,
which again will be detected in expected O(n) time and O(n log n) time with high probability.
After reaching a partially triggered configuration, by Theorem 3.4, we will then be in an awakening
configuration after O(n) time with high probability.
It now remains to analyze the process starting from an awakening configuration. Define an
epoch to be the sequence of configurations, starting from an awakening configuration, that ends
at either the unique stable configuration or another partially triggered configuration. If it ends in
the unique stable configuration, we call the epoch successful. We will now show that an epoch is
successful with constant probability, the expected time for an epoch is O(n).
For an epoch to be successful, we first require the awakening configuration to have a single
leader, which is true with constant probability by Lemma 4.2. Then given a single leader in an
awakening configuration, we can analyze the process of the leader assigning ranks to the rest of
the population with the analysis of the binary-tree rank assignment process in Lemma 4.1, which
shows that it takes expected O(n) time. By Markov’s inequality, it will also take O(n) time with
constant probability, which will be before any of the Unsettled agents have had enough interactions
to reach errorcount = 0 (again by standard Chernoff bounds on the number of interactions for
each agent, where the exact probability depends on the initial value Emax = Θ(n)). As a result,
with constant probability we finish the rank assignment, and reach the unique stable configuration
with all Settled agents, having unique ranks.
The expected O(n) time for an epoch follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.4.
Now the number of required epochs is a geometric random variable with constant expectation, so
the total expected time is still O(n).
In analyzing the state set, note that each role using O(n) states. The Settled agents have O(n)
states for rank, the Unsettled agents have O(n) states for errorcount, and the Resetting agents
have O(Rmax + Dmax ) = O(n) states. The total state set is the sum of each of these disjoint roles,
giving O(n) total states.
Corollary 4.4. Optimal-Silent-SSR takes O(n log n) time with high probability.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, Optimal-Silent-SSR takes expected O(n) time, so by Markov’s inequality it takes O(n) time with constant probability. Now consider epochs of fixed length O(n) time,
where an epoch is successful if we reach the unique stable configuration by the end of the epoch. If
the epoch is not successful, then we can consider the final configuration as the initial configuration,
because the protocol is self-stabilizing. Thus the analysis of Theorem 4.3 holds for each epoch.
The total number of epochs required is then a geometric random variable with constant success
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probability, which is O(log n) with high probability (1 − O(1/nc ) for any desired c). Since these
epochs were defined to use a fixed amount of O(n) time, the high probability bound is O(n log n)
time.

5

Logarithmic-time protocol

In this section, we show a protocol solving SSR, and thus SSLE, inoptimal O(log n) expected time,
using a “quasi-exponential” number of states: exp O(nlog n · log n) . Observation 2.6 shows that to
achieve sublinear time, the protocol necessarily must be non-silent: agents change states forever.

5.1

Overview

Intuitively, Sublinear-Time-SSR works as follows. Each agent has a field name, a bitstring of
length 3 log2 n. The n3 possible values ensure that if all agents pick a name randomly, with high
probability, there are no collisions. The set of all name values in the population is propagated by
epidemic in O(log n) time in a field called roster (which has an exponential number of possible
values). Agents update their rank (a write-only output field) only when their roster field has size
n; in this case the agent’s rank is its name’s lexicographical order in the set roster.
One source of error is that we can start in a configuration with a “ghost name”: a name that
is in the roster set of some agent, but that is not the name of any agent. If there are no collisions
among actual name’s, this error is easy to handle: eventually we will have |roster| > n, indicating
that there is a ghost name, triggering Propagate-Reset.11
The main challenge is then to detect name collisions. Sublinear-Time-SSR calls a subroutine
Detect-Name-Collision that detects whether two agents have the same name. If so, we call the
same subroutine Propagate-Reset used in Optimal-Silent-SSR, now with Dmax = Θ(log n)
rather than Θ(n) as in Optimal-Silent-SSR. Upon awakening from Propagate-Reset, agents
pick a new name randomly. They use their dormant time, while still in role Resetting, but with
resetcount = 0 while counting delaytimer down to 0, to generate random bits to pick a new
random name.
The bulk of the analysis is in devising an O(log n) time protocol implementing Detect-NameCollision. The rest of the protocol outside of Detect-Name-Collision is silent: once the
protocol stabilizes, no name or rank field changes. Indeed, we can implement a silent protocol on top
of this scheme if we are content with Θ(n) time: Detect-Name-Collision can be implemented
with the simple rule that checks whether the name fields of the two interacting agents are equal, i.e.,
direct collision detection. The challenge, therefore, is in implementing Detect-Name-Collision
in sublinear time by indirectly detecting collisions, without requiring agents with the same name
to meet directly. By Observation 2.6 any method of doing this will necessarily be non-silent.
The protocol Detect-Name-Collision is parameterized to give a tradeoff between stabilizing
√
time and state complexity. For instance, there is a O( n) time protocol that uses a data structure
with kn bits for a parameter k, i.e., 2kn possible values. Of course, all of the schemes use at least
exponential states, since the field roster has ≈ n3n possible values. However, the faster schemes
11
Eventually we will introduce a tree data structure that also has all the names. However, it is necessary to keep
a separate set roster of names for the following reason. The set roster is propagated in time O(log n), whereas in
√
slower variants of our algorithm, the tree takes too long to collect the names. For example, in the O( n) time (and
uses less memory) variant, the tree takes time Ω(n) to populate with all names.
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will use even more states than this, and their analysis is more complex. This is discussed in more
detail in Section 5.3.
The proofs in Section 5.2 shows this top-level protocol works as intended, once we have correct
and efficient collision detection from Detect-Name-Collision.
Protocol 5 Sublinear-Time-SSR, for agent a interacting with agent b.
Fields: role ∈ {Collecting, Resetting}, name ∈ {0, 1}≤3 log2 n
If role = Collecting, rank ∈ {1, . . . , n}, roster ⊆ {0, 1}≤3 log2 n , |roster| ≤ n, other fields from
Detect-Name-Collision
If role = Resetting, resetcount ∈ {1, . . . , Rmax }, delaytimer ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Dmax = Θ(log n)}
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if a.role = b.role = Collecting then
if Detect-Name-Collision(a,b) or |a.roster ∪ b.roster| > n then
a.role, b.role ← Resetting, a.resetcount, b.resetcount ← Rmax
else
a.roster, b.roster ← a.roster ∪ b.roster
if |a.roster ∪ b.roster| = n then
. do not set rank until all names collected
for i ∈ {a, b} do
i.rank ← lexicographic order of i.name in roster
else
. some agent is Resetting
execute Propagate-Reset(a,b)
for i ∈ {a, b} such that |i.resetcount| > 0 do
i.name ← ε
. clear names while propagating the reset signal
for i ∈ {a, b} such that i.resetcount = 0 and |i.name| < 3 log2 n do
append a random bit to i.name
. can be derandomized, see Section 6

Protocol 6 Reset(a) for Sublinear-Time-SSR, for agent a.
(Called in line 11 of Propagate-Reset.)
1:
2:

5.2

role ← Collecting
roster ← {name}

Proofs for Sublinear-Time-SSR

We will first prove a series of Lemmas about the behavior of Propagate-Reset, which will show
that if Detect-Name-Collision works as intended to detect collisions in O(TH ) time, then
Sublinear-Time-SSR will solve self-stabilizing ranking in O(TH ) time.
We call a configuration non-colliding if all agents have distinct names (a.name 6= b.name for all
a, b ∈ A) and |a.name| = 3 log2 n for all a ∈ A. This ensures any Resetting agents have generated
enough random bits to have picked a new name, and all new names are unique. We first reason
about awakening configurations, which we show are non-colliding with high probability.
Lemma 5.1. With high probability 1 − O(1/n), from a partially triggered configuration, we reach
an awakening, non-colliding configuration.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we reach an awakening configuration after O(Dmax ) time. Also, for
Θ(Dmax ) time, all agents will be dormant (with resetcount = 0 and decrementing delaytimer).
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By standard Chernoff bounds for appropriate choice of constant Dmax = Θ(log n), all agents will
be dormant for long enough to generate all 3 log2 n bits of a new name, with high probability.
In this case, each agent has a uniform random name out of all O(n3 ) possible bit strings. The
probability of any arbitrary pair of agents choosing the same name is O(1/n3 ), by union bound
over all pairs of agents, the probability of name collision is O(1/n). Thus with high probability
1 − O(1/n), the awakening configuration we reach is non-colliding.
Now we can appeal to the roll call process to show that from an awakening, non colliding
configuration, we quickly get to unique ranks.
Lemma 5.2. From an awakening, non-colliding configuration, we reach a configuration with unique
ranks in O(log n) time with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. The agents update their field roster by taking unions, so the process of all agents getting a
complete roster is exactly the roll call process. By Lemma 2.9, this finishes within 3 ln n parallel
time with high probability 1 − O(1/n). Once every agent has all n unique names in their roster,
they choose unique ranks by the lexicographic order of their name, in line 8 of Sublinear-TimeSSR.
Note that if we were using simple direct interactions to detect name collisions, then this unique
rank configuration would be silent and stable. For the actual algorithm, we must later prove a
safety condition, that Detect-Name-Collision will never falsely detect a collision in this stable
configuration, shown as Lemma 5.4.
There are now two different errors that we must quickly detect. One is name collisions, which
we will handle in the next section with Detect-Name-Collision. The other is “ghost names”.
We say a configuration is ghostly if some roster set contains a ghost name, i.e., if
[
a.roster 6⊆ {b.name | b ∈ A} .
a∈A

If the configuration is non-colliding, then it is easy to detect ghost names, because the full set of
names will be larger than n. Thus we can again appeal to the roll call process to show we quickly
detect an error in this case.
Lemma 5.3. Starting from a ghostly and non-colliding configuration, we reach a partially triggered
configuration after O(log n) time with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. The agents update their field roster by taking unions, so the process of all agents getting a
complete roster is exactly the roll call process. By Lemma 2.9, this finishes within 3 ln n parallel
time with high probability 1 − O(1/n). Because the configuration is ghostly and noncolliding, the
total number of distinct names in the rosters is > n. Once some agent has roster > n, they will
become triggered by line 3 of Sublinear-Time-SSR.

5.3

Fast Collision Detection

In Sublinear-Time-SSR, both Propagate-Reset and filling all agents’ roster take O(log n)
time, so the time bottleneck is waiting to detect a name collision. If we simply wait for two agents
with the same name to meet to detect a collision, this will take Θ(n) time in the worst case, which
would give a Θ(n) time silent algorithm.
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The goal of Detect-Name-Collision is to detect these names collisions in sublinear time.
Because of the lower bound of Observation 2.6, this protocol must not be silent. Detect-NameCollision will have to satisfy two conditions. In order to allow O(log n) time convergence, from
any configuration with a name collision, some agent must detect this collision in O(log n) time to
initiate Propagate-Reset. Second, to ensure the eventual ranked configuration is stable, it must
satisfy a safety condition where from a configuration with unique names, no agent will ever think
there is a name collision.12
As a warm-up to the full O(log n)-time protocol of Detect-Name-Collision, consider the
√
following simpler O( n)-time protocol. Each agent keeps a dictionary keyed by names of other
agents they have encountered in the population. Whenever agents a and b meet, they generate a
random shared value sync ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which a stores in its dictionary keyed by the name of b,
and b stores in its dictionary keyed by the name of a. If the two agents disagree on this sync value
at the beginning of an interaction, they declare a name collision.
√
From a configuration with two agents a and a0 who share the same name, within O( n) time,
some agent b will interact with both a and a0 (assume b first interacts with a, then a0 ). With
probability 1 − k1 , the sync value that b generates with a will disagree with the sync value that a0
has with b. Thus when b then meets a0 , it is able to detect a name collision. Also note that from a
configuration with unique names, an invariant is maintained that all pairs of agents agree on their
corresponding sync values, giving the required safety property.
The actual protocol Detect-Name-Collision is a generalization of this idea. The agents now
store a more complicated data structure: a tree whose nodes are labelled by names. See Figure 2
for an example. The root is labelled by the agent’s own name, and every root-to-leaf path is simply
labelled, meaning that each node on the path contains unique names (it is permitted for the same
name to appear on multiple nodes in the tree, but neither of these nodes can be an ancestor of
the other). Each edge is labelled by a sync value. The intuition is that these paths correspond to
histories: chains of interactions between agents, where the sync values on the edges were generated
3
5
7
by the interaction between that pair of agents. For instance, if a has a path a →
− b→
− c→
− d, the
interpretation is that when a last met b, a and b generated sync value 3, and in that interaction,
b told a that when b last met c, b and c generated sync value 5, and in that interaction, c told b
that when c last met d, c and d generated sync value 7. In particular, it could be that c and d have
interacted again, generating a different sync value than 7, before a and b interact, but b has not
heard about that interaction. See Fig. 2 for an example showing how this information is built up.
12
The initial configuration could have unique names, but with auxiliary data adversarially planted to mislead agents
into believing there is a name collision, triggering a reset. So the actual safety condition is more subtle and involves
unique-name configurations reachable only after a reset.
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Protocol 7 Detect-Name-Collision(a,b) for Sublinear-Time-SSR, for agent a, b.
Fields: tree: depth H, root labelled name, other nodes have node.name ∈ roster. Edges have
edge.sync ∈ {1, . . . , Smax = Θ(n2 )} and edge.timer ∈ {0, . . . , TH }. The parameter TH = Θ(H ·
n1/(H+1) ) for H = O(1) and TH = Θ(log n) for H = Θ(log n) (we need TH = Θ(τH+1 ) as in
Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

for (i, j) ∈ {(a, b), (b, a)} do
for every path (i.e1 , . . . , i.ep ) in i.tree with i.e1 .timer, . . . , i.ep .timer > 0 and last node v
with v.name = j.name do
. All of i’s histories about j that aren’t outdated
if Check-Path-Consistency(j, (i.e1 , . . . , i.ep )) = Inconsistent then
Return True
. collision detected
x ← chosen uniformly at random from {1, . . . , Smax }
. Choose new sync value
for (i, j) ∈ {(a, b), (b, a)} do
. Update trees to share new information
if i.tree has node v at depth 1 with v.name = j.name then
Remove the subtree rooted at v from i.tree
Add j.tree (to depth H − 1) as a subtree of i.tree via new edge e from the root
e.sync ← x, e.timer ← TH
for i ∈ {a, b} do
. Keep the trees simply labelled
remove from i.tree all subtrees with root labelled with i.name
for each edge e in a.tree and b.tree do
e.timer ← max(e.timer − 1,0)
Return False
. no collision detected

√
The O( n) time algorithm above can be thought of as a tree of depth 1, where each agent
stores only the names and sync values of the agents it has directly interacted with. The general
algorithm has a tree of depth H, which allows agents to hear about other agents’ sync values
through longer chains of interactions. In line 3 of Detect-Name-Collision, each agent checks
any paths ending at the name of the other agent (the additional fields edge.timer are a technicality
to handle certain adversarial initial conditions, see Lemma 5.5). Intuitively, they require the other
agent to show information that is logically consistent with this path, formalized in the conditions
of Check-Path-Consistency. To detect a name collision between agents a and a0 , it will now
suffice for some agent b to have heard about agent a before meeting a0 . With constant probability,
the duplicate agent a0 will not have any sync values that are logically consistent with this path,
and b will declare a collision. Allowing longer paths decreases the time it takes for this information
to travel between a and a0 . Because the paths that spread information in the epidemic process
have length at most O(log n) with high probability (see Lemma 2.11), once we take H = O(log n),
in the O(log n) time it would take for an epidemic starting at a to reach a0 , some agent will detect
a collision in this way.
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Protocol 8 Check-Path-Consistency(j,P) for Detect-Name-Collision, for agent j verifying
path P = (i.e1 , . . . , i.ep )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

5.4

q ← min{q 0 | ∃(j.ep , . . . , j.eq0 ) in j.tree}
for edge j.e ∈ (j.ep , . . . , j.eq ) do
if j.e.sync = i.e.sync then
Return True
Return Inconsistent

. (j.ep , . . . , j.eq ) is a root-to-leaf path

Proofs for Detect-Name-Collision

We first argue the safety condition, that configurations with unique names will not return false
collisions. We start by arguing about awakening, non-colliding configuration, where every agent
will execute Reset and initialize a tree only containing the root with their unique value of name.
Here every value node.name in an agent’s tree will refer to the name of some unique agent. We will
sometimes abuse notation and use a to refer to both an agent and the unique name held by that
agent.
We now show that from this initialized setting, no collisions are ever detected, ie. there are no
“false positives”. See Figure 2 for an example of why collisions are not detected started from an
awakening configuration.
Lemma 5.4 (Safety after a correct reset). An awakening, non-colliding configuration is safe:
Detect-Name-Collision will return False in all future reachable configurations.
Proof. Observe that because the configuration is non-colliding, every name used to label the nodes
in all trees uniquely correspond to one agent in the population. Also, because the configuration
is awakening, every agent will at some point start with an empty tree. Thus every edge e = (i, j)
in the tree of any agent corresponds to some interaction between agents i and j, who randomly
generated the sync value x = e.sync.
Now consider any time we run Check-Path-Consistency(j, P ), for a simply labelled path
P = (i.e1 , . . . , i.ep ) in the tree of agent i, checking this path against agent j. We prove this returns
True, arguing by induction on the length p of the path.
Base case for paths of length p = 1: i.e1 corresponds to the last interaction between i and j,
where they agreed on a sync value i.e1 .sync = j.e1 .sync. Thus j will still have a matching edge
j.e1 in its tree, with the same sync value, causing it to return True.
Induction step for paths of length p ≥ 2: Let i.e1 = (i, a), where a is the unique agent with the
other name on this edge, and i.ep = (b, j), where b is the unique agent with the other name on this
edge. (Note that for p = 2, a = b.) Consider which of the two pairs (i, a) and (b, j) interacted most
recently.
In the first case, assume (i, a) had the more recent interaction than (b, j), at some time Tia
before the current time Tij . The path P in i.tree goes from the root to node a, so a has a
path P 0 = (a.e2 , . . . , a.ep ) ending at j that is a length-(p − 1) suffix of P , which gets copied to
i.tree in this interaction (line 9 in Detect-Name-Collision). Now consider a hypothetical
interaction scheduled instead between a and j at time Tia , when a has the path P 0 in a.tree. By
the induction hypothesis, in this hypothetical (a, j) interaction, Check-Path-Consistency(j, P 0 )
would return True, so j has some reverse suffix (j.ep , . . . , j.eq ) with a matching edge j.e where
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Figure 2: Example executions building up trees in agents, starting from a “clean” configuration with singleton trees.
Red sync values are those that are newly generated or communicated in the preceding interaction. As an example of
how agents check for consistency, when a and d interact, before updating their trees, d checks any paths p that end
3
2
1
with a (here there’s just one, d −
→c−
→b−
→ a) against a’s corresponding path, which is a’s longest reversed suffix of
1
p. In the example on the left, a’s reverse suffix is a −
→ b, with just a single edge that matches the final sync value
in this path p, so Check-Path-Consistency will return True after checking the first edge. In the example on the
7
2
7
right, a’s reverse suffix is a −
→b−
→ c. The first edge a −
→ b does not match d’s tree, because agents a and b generated
2
the new sync value 7 in a later interaction. However, in that interaction, a added the edge b −
→ c, hearing about the
b-c interaction with sync value 2 that matches the path in d’s tree. Now Check-Path-Consistency will return True
after checking the second edge.
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j.e.sync = a.e.sync = i.e.sync. Also, because agents b and j do not interact between times Tia and
Tij , this path will not change in j.tree. Thus Check-Path-Consistency(j, P ) will also return
True at the time Tij .
The second case is mostly symmetric. Assume (b, j) was more recent than (i, a), at some
time Tbj before the current time Tij . Now consider a hypothetical interaction scheduled instead between i and b at time Tbj . i has the prefix P 0 = (i.e1 , . . . , i.ep−1 ) ending at b, and
Check-Path-Consistency(b, P 0 ) would return True, so b has some reverse suffix S 0 = (b.ep−1 , . . . , b.eq )
with a matching edge b.e where b.e.sync = i.e.sync. Also, because agents i and a do not interact between times Tbj and Tij , the path P 0 will not change in i.tree. In the actual interaction between b and j at time T , this reverse suffix S 0 gets copied to j.tree, so j has a suffix
S = (j.ep , j.ep−1 , . . . , j.eq ), which does not change because j has no further interactions with b.
Thus Check-Path-Consistency(j, P ) will also return True at the current time, via the edge e in
this suffix S.
In a non-self-stabilizing setting, where we could assume the agents are initialized with empty
trees, Lemma 5.4 would have been sufficient. However, there is the possibility of adversarial initial
conditions that do not have any collisions, but where agents are initialized with inconsistent trees
that could falsely detect a collision in a later interaction. It could take up to linear time for the
pair of agents with inconsistent data to meet.
In order to circumvent this issue, we add the field edge.timer to each edge. From such an
adversarial initial condition, once edge.timer has counted down to 0 for each edge coming from
the initial condition and not a true interaction, then by the check on line 2 of Detect-NameCollision, no paths from the initial data will ever get checked. Note that paths whose timers
have hit 0 can still be used as verification in Check-Path-Consistency, which is essential to
ensure correctness, but only if the reverse path still has positive timers.
The following lemma shows that starting from any non-colliding configuration, once all initial
timers have run out, either we will have detected a collision, or we will have reached a situation
where Lemma 5.4 can apply to give safety in all reachable configurations. It reasons about O(TH )
time, where TH is the parameter giving the maximum value of the edge.timer.
Lemma 5.5 (Safety from all configurations). Starting from any non-colliding configuration C,
after O(TH ) time, with probability 1 − O(1/n), either some agent has become triggered, or we reach
a configuration C0 that is safe: Detect-Name-Collision will return False in all future reachable
configurations.
Proof. First we argue that after O(TH ) time, with high probability, all timers that correspond
to edges from the initial configuration have reached 0. Define E as the set of all edges in the
trees of any agents in the initial configuration. For each agent a, define m(a) = max{e.timer :
e ∈ E ∩ a.tree}, i.e. the largest timer value corresponding to an edge that agent has that came
from the initial configuration, so is possibly corrupted initial data. Note that because agents
share edges in their interaction, and also all edge timers decrement, these counts m update via
m(a), m(b) ← max(m(a) − 1, m(b) − 1, 0). So m is a “propagating” variable of the exact type
analyzed in Propagate-Reset. By Lemma 3.3, setting Rmax = TH , we have maxa m(a) = 0 with
high probability in time O(TH ).
Note that before these timers have all run out, it is possible for some agent to return True
from Detect-Name-Collision, and thus become triggered. Also, if the configuration is ghostly,
then some agent will become triggered in O(log n) time with probability 1 − O(1/n) by Lemma 5.3
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(since the configuration is non-colliding), so we can now assume there are no ghost names. But if
no agent has become triggered, then after O(TH ) time we will reach a configuration C0 where every
remaining edge that was originally present in C has edge.timer = 0.
Now we wish to show that C0 is safe. Consider a coupled configuration Cempty , which is identical
to C0 , except every tree only contains the root, i.e., is in the state just after executing Reset. Let
D0 be the configuration where we follow the exact same execution that reached D starting from
configuration C0 . We start by arguing that Cempty is safe, then use this to argue that C0 is safe.
Note that Cempty is reachable from an awakening and non-colliding configuration (if all agents
immediately executed Reset before future interactions). Thus we can apply Lemma 5.4 to show
Detect-Name-Collision will return False from every interaction possible from D0 , i.e., Cempty is
safe. It remains to argue that C0 is safe.
Now consider some interaction between agents i and j in configuration D, where they then
instantiate Check-Path-Consistency on some path P in i.tree. In this case, every edge in
P has edge.timer > 0, so these all correspond to interactions that happened in the execution
sequence from C0 . Because Check-Path-Consistency returns True in the coupled configuration
D0 , there must be some matching reverse path in j.tree. This same path will also be present in
D, so Check-Path-Consistency also returns True, whence C0 is safe.
Lemma 5.6 (Fast Detection). If the configuration is colliding, then Detect-Name-Collision
returns True for some pair of agents in expected O(TH ) time. When H = Θ(log n), it also takes
O(TH ) with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. Let a, a0 be two agents with a.name = a0 .name. Consider the bounded epidemic process with
agent a as the source and a0 as the target, and time τH+1 as defined in Lemma 2.10. At exactly
time τH+1 , there will first be a sequence of interacting agents P = (a, x1 , x2 , . . . , xh , a0 ) with h ≤ H,
where a interacted with x1 , then x1 interacted with x2 , etc. Let b = xh be the agent that interacted
with a0 . In the case where H = O(1), Lemma 2.10 gives E[τH+1 ] = O(Hn1/(H+1) ) = O(TH ),
so τH+1 = O(Hn1/(H+1) ) with constant probability by Markov’s inequality. In the case where
H = Θ(log n), we use Lemma 2.11 to instead say τH+1 = O(log n) = O(TH ) with high probability
1 − O(1/n2 ).
Let b be the agent that interacts with a0 on this path. Then there is a sequence of interacting
agents Q = (a, x1 , . . . , xh−1 , b), ie. the prefix of P without the final agent a0 . There are h ≤ H agents
before b, which is at most the maximum depth of b.tree. Because of this history of interactions,
b.tree will contain a node labelled a at depth h, whose edges have sync values corresponding to
the various interactions in Q, i.e., b’s tree has a root-to-leaf path Qr = (b, xh−1 , . . . , x1 , a) that is
the reverse of Q.
We will now justify that all edges in Qr have edge.timer > 0, which will follow because we have
only waited O(TH ) time. As the sequence of interacting agents P grows from a to a0 , we consider the
number of interactions from the agent at the current front of the sequence. This will give the number
of times the edges on the eventual path Qr in b.tree have decremented edge.timer. By standard
Chernoff bounds, there will be at most O(TH ) of these interactions within O(TH ) parallel time with
very high probability 1−exp(−Θ(n)). Since the initial value of edge.timer = TH , it follows that all
edges for path P in b.tree still have positive timers. Thus by line 2 in Detect-Name-Collision,
in the interaction between b and a0 , they will instantiate Check-Path-Consistency with this
path Qr in b.tree.
a0 has not interacted with any of the agents a, x1 , . . . , xh−1 , so it has not had any interactions
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where it would learn any sync values of the path. Thus for each edge, the probability of a0 having
1
= O n12 . Then taking the union bound over the whole
a matching sync value is at most Smax
0
path of length at most O(log n), a does not have any matching sync values with high probability
1 − O(log n/n2 ). So with high probability, Check-Path-Consistency returns Inconsistent, and
Detect-Name-Collision returns True as desired.
In the case where H = O(1), the probability of all required events was at least some constant.
Thus, we repeat the argument until Detect-Name-Collision returns True, an expected constant
number of times, to conclude that Detect-Name-Collision returns True in expected O(TH ) time.
In the case where H = Θ(log n), we have stronger high probability 1−O(1/n) for all required events,
so we can in addition conclude that Detect-Name-Collision returns True in O(TH ) time with
high probability 1 − O(1/n).
Section 5.4 proves that Detect-Name-Collision works in O(TH ) time, and also satisfies
required safety conditions that ensure there are no “false positives” where collisions are detected
from configurations with unique names. These results will let us prove the main theorem about
the behavior of Sublinear-Time-SSR:

Theorem 5.7. Sublinear-Time-SSR uses exp O(nH ) log n states.
When H = O(1), Sublinear-Time-SSR solves self-stabilizing ranking in expected O(H ·
n1/(H+1) ) time, and O(H · log n · n1/(H+1) ) time with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
When H = Θ(log n), Sublinear-Time-SSR solves self-stabilizing ranking in time O(log n), in
expectation and with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
Proof. We first count the number of states by counting the number of bits each agent must store.
The main memory cost comes from the field tree, which has depth H, and each node can have
at most n children, so will have O(nH ) nodes. Each node uses O(log n) bits for node.name, and
each edge uses O(log n) bits for edge.sync and edge.timer. Thus the tree uses O(nH log n) bits.
Compared to this, all other fields in the
 protocol are negligible, so it follows that the protocol uses
O(nH log n) bits, or exp O(nH ) log n states.
We now argue that Sublinear-Time-SSR solves self-stabilizing ranking. By Corollary 3.5,
we only have to consider initial configurations that are fully computing or awakening. We first
consider fully computing configurations that are colliding. Here by Lemma 5.6, the configuration
becomes triggered in O(TH ) time. When H = O(1), this is in expectation (and thus with constant
probability by Markov’s inequality). When H = Θ(log n), this is with high probability 1 − O(1/n).
We next consider fully computing configurations which are non-colliding. By Lemma 5.5, after
O(TH ) time we reach either a partially triggered configuration, or a safe configuration. In the case
where we reach a safe configuration, there were no ghost names, so every agent has |roster| = n
and will have unique ranks based on the lexicographic ordering of roster. Thus we have a stable
ranked configuration.
We finally argue about awakening configurations. By Lemma 5.1, this awakening configuration is
non-colliding with high probability 1−O(1/n). In this case, by Lemma 5.2, we reach a configuration
with unique ranks in O(log n) time, which is again a stable ranked configuration, since by Lemma 5.4
this configuration is also safe.
For the time bounds, when H = Θ(log n), we have TH = O(log n), and all probability bounds
were high probability 1 − O(1/n), so we use O(log n) time in expectation and with high probability.
When H = O(1), we have TH = O(H · n1/(H+1) ), and we stabilize in O(TH ) time with constant
probability. Then we can consider “epochs” of O(TH ) time, where we declare an epoch successful
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if it stabilizes. Each epoch has a constant probability of being successful, so the expected number
of required epochs is constant, giving an expected O(H · n1/(H+1) ). With high probability 1 −
O(1/n), the required number of epochs is O(log n), giving time O(H · log n · n1/(H+1) ) with high
probability.

6

Derandomization of Protocols

Note that our model as defined allowed random transitions. However, this was simply for ease of
presentation, and the randomness can be simulated through standard “synthetic coin” techniques
that exploit the randomness of the scheduler.
We only used randomness in the Reset for Sublinear-Time-SSR, to generate a name uni2
formly from the set {0, 1}3 log n . We show one approach for how an agent can collect O(log n)
random bits to generate this name.
This approach was inspired by a similar technique due to Sudo, Ooshita, Izumi, Kakugawa,
and Masuzawa [57], but substitutes their “space multiplexing” (splitting the population into two
approximately equal-size subpopulations A and F , which is not clear how to implement in a selfstabilizing manner) with “time-multiplexing”. On each interaction the agent switches between two
roles: “normal algorithm” role (Alg), and “coin flip” role (Flip). When an agent needs a random
bit, it waits until it is role Alg and its partner is role Flip. If Alg is the initiator, this represents
heads, and if Alg is the responder, this represents tails. This decouples any dependence of the coin
flips on each other or on the state of the agent being interacted with. It also incurs an expected
slowdown of factor only 1/4 per bit (since each agent requiring a random bit waits expected 4
interactions until it is in role Alg and the other is in role Flip). Thus, by the Chernoff bound, with
high probability, the actual slowdown over all O(log n) bits is at most of factor 1/8.
Thus the agents can become inactive during Reset for the O(log n) interactions it takes to
generate enough random bits to create a new name.
Our constructions here relied on initiator / responder asymmetry as the source of randomness.
It would also be possible to avoid this capability and use a symmetric synthetic coin technique as
described in [1]. In that case, our protocols would be almost entirely symmetric, with one exception:
the slow leader election L, L → L, F required as part of Reset used in Optimal-Silent-SSR.
This line itself could use the symmetric synthetic-coin to be simulated with symmetric transitions,
leading to entirely symmetric protocols.

7

Conclusion and Perspectives

For the first time, we addressed time-space trade-offs of self-stabilizing leader election and ranking
in population protocols over complete graphs. We emphasize that solving these problems, while
ensuring such a strong form of fault-tolerance, necessitates linear states and strong nonuniformity (Theorem 2.1). Other forms of “strong” fault-tolerance, such as Byzantine-tolerance [40] or
loosely-stabilizing leader election with exponential holding time (a period of time where a unique
leader persists after stabilization) [42, 59], similarly necessitate Ω(n) states. By contrast, a sublinear number of states suffices for many non-fault-tolerant protocols (cf. [4]) and weaker forms of
tolerance, such as loosely-stabilizing leader election with polynomial holding time [59] or tolerance
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to a constant number of crashes and transient faults [26].13
To conclude, we propose several perspectives.
Time/space tradeoffs. It is open to find a subexponential-state sublinear-time self-stabilizing
ranking protocol. Observation 2.6 states that any sublinear time SSR protocol is not silent.
Sublinear-Time-SSR is non-silent because it perpetually passes around information about agents’
recent interactions with each other, as a way to detect name collisions without requiring the agents
with equal names to meet directly. Even when limiting the tree of interactions to depth 1, this
results in an exponential number of states, since each agent must maintain a value to associate
to every other agent in the population. Thus, a subexponential-state protocol (if based upon fast
collision detection) would somehow need to embed enough information in each agent to enable fast
collision detection, while somehow allowing the agent to forget “most” of the information about
its interactions. Furthermore, our strategy of using the set roster of all names to go from unique
names to unique ranks fundamentally requires exponential states.
Ranking vs. leader election. Ranking implies leader election (“automatically”), but the converse does not hold. In the initialized case where we can specify an initial state for each agent,
it is possible to elect a leader without ranking, using the single transition `, ` → `, f (using too
few states for the ranking problem even to be definable). Though any self-stabilizing protocol for
leader election must use at least n states [21] (Theorem 2.1 here), it is not the case that any SSLE
protocol implicitly solves the ranking problem. (See Observation 2.5.) It would be interesting to
discover an SSLE algorithm that is more efficient than our examples because it does not also solve
ranking.
Initialized ranking. In the other direction, consider the ranking problem in a non-self-stabilizing
setting. Without the constraint of self-stabilization, there is no longer the issue of ghost names.
Compared to self-stabilization, it may be easier to find an initialized ranking protocol that still
uses polylogarithmic time, but only polynomial states.
Initialized collision detection. The core difficulty of Sublinear-Time-SSR is collision detection: discovering that two agents have been assigned the same name without waiting Θ(n) time for
them to interact directly. It would be interesting to study this problem in the (non-self-stabilizing)
setting where an adversary assigns read-only names to each agent, but the read/write memory can
be initialized to the same state for each agent. Can a name collision be detected in sublinear time
and sub-exponential states?
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Recall that self-stabilization tolerates any number of transient faults.
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